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Abstract

Objectives: Among patients with West Syndrome (WS), the underlying brain dysfunction is considered to be the
major determinant of cognitive outcome. However, regardless of whether the WS type is symptomatic or
cryptogenic, patients with infantile spasms may have a favourable or grim prognosis. The purpose of this study was
to utilize electroencephalography (EEG) to guide treatment, and to assess cognitive outcome.

Methods: We retrospectively reviewed the clinical and sleep EEG data in 16 patients who received
adrenocorticotropic hormonal therapy between 2002 and 2014. The hypsarrhythmia paroxysm index (HPI), the
frequency or duration of hypsarrhythmia paroxysms in non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep, and sleep spindles
were evaluated in groups constituted according to etiology.

Results: Cryptogenic patients whose onset of spasms began after 3 months of age and who experienced a
shorter treatment delay had preserved spindles and favourable cognitive outcomes. Sleep spindles disappeared in
cryptogenic patients with an early onset of spasms, long treatment delay, and high HPI at referral; their
neurodevelopmental prognosis was unfavourable. In symptomatic cases in which the age of onset of spasms was
earlier than 3 months and there had been a short treatment delay, sleep spindles never fully evolved, and the
prognosis was poor. Patients with corpus callosum hypogenesis, a relatively mild malformation, had high HPI values
at referral. While two of these patients did not display spindles during the follow-up, three had reappearing spindles
as HPI values diminished, and the outcome was less severe in these patients.

Conclusion: This study highlights the significance of EEG in studies of the prognosis of infantile spasms and
demonstrates an objective approach that utilizes concurrent evaluation of sleep spindles and HPI.

Keywords West syndrome; Infantile spasms; EEG Sleep spindles;
ACTH; Neurodevelopment; Prognosis; Outcome

Introduction
Neurodevelopmental outcome in West Syndrome (WS) is generally

poor, despite therapy. Although some patients with infantile spasms
(IS) appear to have a better prognosis, the risk of developing cognitive
deterioration remains high for most patients. Despite the many
parameters being considered, the underlying brain dysfunction is still
believed to be the major determinant of outcome [1,2], and
cryptogenic patients experience a good prognosis [3].

The etiology, however, is usually not amenable to change or
treatment, and therefore is of limited practical clinical value. In
addition, Guzetta et al. [4] found that regardless of whether the WS is
symptomatic or cryptogenic, some patients with IS were confirmed to
have a favourable outcome. Many studies have revealed that the
outcome for cryptogenic patients also remained poor [5-7]. Moreover,
early treatment may help prevent subsequent cognitive impairment in
both types of WS.

Additional markers are needed both to guide treatment of WS and
to better predict the ensuing neurodevelopmental outcome. Our
previous study [8] suggested that the hypsarrhythmia paroxysm index
(HPI) could be used as an EEG parameter to guide treatment. Among
the outcome parameters studied, lag time and initial response to
treatment, age of spasm onset, psychomotor status at presentation,
recurrence of spasms, and hypsarrhythmia are the most prominent
[3,5,9-11], but the number of studies remains limited. Studies on sleep
spindles are of interest in the context of the present study, although
these are even more scarce [9,12,13].

The hallmark of stage II NREM sleep, sleep spindles consist of
waxing-and-waning 11- to 15-Hz thalamocortical oscillations, lasting
0.5–3 sec [14]. Spindle evolution was first summarized by Metcalf and
Jordan [15], and Hagne [16]: Rudimentary spindles may be seen in the
first weeks of life and become fully developed by 12 weeks. While the
absence or reduction in the number of spindles has been mentioned as
a possible indicator of abnormal brain maturation, their lifelong
presence in healthy human beings validates their use as a marker in
many pathological conditions. Among those are disorders of
consciousness [17,18], stroke [19], encephalopathies [20],
phenylketonuria [21], schizophrenia [22], and mental retardation [23].
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Because spindle activity was associated with maturation in healthy
brain development, and was a useful index of cognitive function [24]
and deterioration in many neuropsychiatric disorders [25,26], we
assumed that it could also be a practical tool in determining the
outcome in IS. In this retrospective chart study, we investigated spindle
density and HPI in relation to cognitive impairment.

Methods
We conducted a retrospective chart study by retrieving the medical

records of 18 consecutive patients (aged 7.5–72 months) with the
diagnosis of IS. The diagnosis of IS was based on the descriptive
clinical history of spasms and the presence of hypsarrhythmic activity
in sleep EEG recordings. Patients who never received
adrenocorticotropic hormonal therapy (ACTH) were referred to our
private office between 2002 and 2014. Except for six patients who
received ACTH as initial therapy, all other patients were previously
treated with various anticonvulsive and antiepileptic drugs at other
clinics; however, seizure cessation was not achieved. Both patients with
cryptogenic and symptomatic WS were included. The distinction was
based on MRI and laboratory screening tests. One patient who had
meningitis and another who had severe head trauma during the
medical follow-up were excluded from the study.

Information regarding gender, age at onset of ACTH therapy, times
of follow-up, treatment delay, developmental assessment at referral and
at the end of the follow-up period, presence of other seizures, and
relapse of spasms were recorded for each patient. Treatment delay is
defined in Table 1. Clinical assessment of developmental deterioration
(Table 1) was performed at ages 0-5 years, using behaviour; object
manipulation, gross motor development, and visual attention test
items. After age five, patients were evaluated for their academic
capability to assess cognitive outcome [5].

Experienced in paediatric epileptology, one of the authors of this
study examined all of the EEG recordings. The international 10—20
electrode placement system was used for all EEGs, which were
recorded digitally in several programs, including both unipolar and
bipolar, and in both vertical and horizontal montages. Sleep EEGs,
encompassing a minimum of 30 min NREM sleep, were recorded
without sedation upon referral and at follow-up visits. In order to
prevent relapse, we attempted to maintain countable HPI (Table 1)
below 2–3/min by treating patients with short courses of ACTH (7–15
days; 0.03 mg/kg/day) when necessary. Upon reaching approximately
10/min, cHPI values appeared to decrease and lost feasibility due to the
increasingly frequent hypsarrhythmia paroxysms that merged with the
succeeding paroxysms.

Durational HPI (dHPI) was calculated at this point (Table 1). A full
description of the method and its evaluation has been published
elsewhere [8]. The presence or absence of sleep spindles on EEGs
recorded previously at other centers, as well as those on our initial and
subsequent recordings were noted. If present, sleep spindles were
detected visually. Seven patients with cryptogenic IS were evaluated
under two subgroups (C1 and C2), according to treatment delay.
Patients with symptomatic IS (n=9) were subdivided according to the
underlying brain dysfunction.

Because of the small group sizes, statistical analysis could not be
accomplished in this study. The study was conducted in accordance
with the Institutional Review Board regulations.

Terms Definitions

Treatment delay (TD) The period between the initial onset of ISs and the start
of ACTH therapy

Assessment of
developmental
deterioration (for ages
0–5 years / for ages
>5 years)

None: normal development / regular school

Mild: decreased smiling, alertness and interest in the
surroundings / regular school with support

Marked: diminished eye contact, response to sound
vocalization, and object manipulation / special
education school

Severe: absent smiling, eye contact, interest,
manipulation and spasticity or hypotonia / uneducable

Hypsarrhythmia
paroxysms (HPs)

High-voltage (generally >200 μV) slow waves with
variable amplitude; spikes and sharp waves from many
foci, and varying with time; and a lack of synchrony,
with a generally chaotic appearance

Countable
hypsarrhythmia
paroxysm index
(cHPI)

Number of HPs in NREM sleep divided by NREM
duration (min)

Durational
hypsarrhythmia
paroxysm index
(dHPI)

Total duration of the HPs during NREM sleep
calculated as the percentage of NREM sleep time

TD, treatment delay; ISs, infantile spasms; ACTH, adrenocorticotropic hormone;
HPs, hypsarrhythmia paroxysms; cHPI countable hypsarrhythmia paroxysm
index; NREM, non-rapid eye movement; dHPI, durational hypsarrhythmia
paroxysm index.

Table 1: Definitions of some of the terms used in the study

Results
The 16 subjects in this case series consisted of 6 male and 10 female

patients. We analysed 263 EEGs, of which 206 were recorded in our
office, and 57 were previously recorded in other laboratories. Patients
with cryptogenic IS were classified into two subgroups, C1 and C2,
according to the age at onset of spasms (Table 2). Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) results revealed severe perinatal hypoxic ischemic
encephalopathy (S1) in two patients, agenesis of corpus callosum (S2)
in two patients, and hypogenesis of corpus callosum (S3) in five
patients. Patients with hypogenesis of the corpus callosum has similar
age of onsets were further subdivided into two groups according to
treatment delay (S3a, treatment delay > 1year; and S3b, treatment
delay < 1 year). The characteristics of the patients are summarized in
Table 2.

During the follow-up period, 89 EEGs were recorded and ACTH
was repeated 54 times in the four patients in Group C1. All of the 89
EEG recordings displayed frequent (≥2/min) sleep spindles. No spasm
relapses occurred in three patients, and these patients attended regular
schools. The fourth child missed his scheduled EEG recording sessions
and his EEGs were recorded only when spasm relapses occurred. The
duration of hypsarrhythmia subsequent to spasm recurrences was ≤1
month (cHPI = 4–10.4 /min). This patient had normal motor
development and comprehension, but was unable to speak.
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Case no WS type
Age at
onset
(months)

Age at
onset of
ACTH
(months)

Treatment
delay

(months)

cHPI (/min)
or

dHPI (%) at
onset of
ACTH

SS on
previous
EEG if
present

SS on
our
initial
EEG at
onset of
ACTH

Relapse of
spasms

Post-
treatment
HPI

Post-
treatment
SS

Cognitive
outcome
at final
visit

Age at final
visit (months)

C1: Cryptogenic cases with age at onset >3 months

1 C 5.5 7.5 2 10/min
(30%) - Yes No <3/min Yes None 144

2 C 6 8 2 8/min (24%) - Yes No <3/min Yes None 54

3 C 6 8 2 9/min (27%) - Yes No <3/min Yes None 54

4 C 7 12 5 21/min
(65%) - Yes Yes 4-10.4/min Yes Mild 60

C2: Cryptogenic cases with age at onset <3 months

5 C 1.5 4 2.5 100% Yes No No <3/min No Marked 8

6 C 2 16 14 100% Yes No No <3/min No Severe 30

7 C 2 50 48 100% Yes No No <3/min No Severe 60

S1: Symptomatic severe perinatal hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy

8 S 9 10 1 100% Not
reported No No <2/min No Severe 36

9 S 10 11 1 100% Not
reported No No <2/min No Severe 39

S2: Agenesis of corpus callosum

10 S 2 54 52 100% Not
reported No No <3/min No Severe 66

11 S 3 72 69 100% Not
reported No No <3/min No Severe 84

S3a: Hypogenesis of corpus callosum with treatment delay > 1year

12 S 2.5 33.5 31 100% Not
reported No No <3/min No Severe 57.5

13 S 5 38.5 33.5 100% Not
reported No No <3/min No Severe 62.5

S3b: Hypogenesis of corpus callosum with treatment delay < 1 year

14 S 2 9 7 60% Yes No Yes 4-20/min No Marked 45

15 S 8 16 8 100% Yes No Yes 4-26/min No Marked 64

16 S 7 18 11 100% Yes No No <3/min No Severe 66

Table 2: Patient profiles. WS-West Syndrome; ACTH-Adrenocorticotropic hormone; cHPI-countable Hypsarrhythmia Paroxysm Index; dHPI-
durational Hypsarrhythmia Paroxysm Index; SS-Sleep Spindles; C-Cryptogenic; S-Symptomatic

Patients in Group C2 with early (<3 months) onset of spasms had
sleep spindles on their initial EEGs recorded in our office at 3, 7, and
10 months, respectively. These patients were later treated at other
centers with antiepileptic drugs including vigabatrine, but spasm
cessation was not achieved. With the ACTH treatment in our office,
despite spasms cessation, sleep spindles were no longer observed on
the control EEGs. Sleep spindles disappeared probably long before the
treatment onset, otherwise they could reappear.

Patients with severe hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (Group S1)
had other seizures starting 15–19 days after birth. Their initial EEGs,
recorded on 22–80 days after birth had multifocal EEG abnormalities.
Countable HPI was lowered to and kept under 2/min and patients
were spasm free. Although the treatment delay was only 1 month, HPI
was 100% at referral, and no sleep spindles were observed. Due to the
high HPI at referral the possibility of unrecognized spasms, and, thus,
delayed treatment cannot be excluded in this group, even though the
caregivers claim otherwise.
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In group S2, patients with >1 year treatment delays had experienced
spasms early (≤ 3months) in infancy. This group’s EEGs, recorded
before coming to our office, showed no sleep spindles. Despite low HPI
and cessation of spasms without relapse during the follow-up, sleep
spindles were not detected.

In group S3a, patients had severe cognitive deterioration despite
relatively mild brain malformation. Infants in this group had onset of
spasms at <6 months, markedly delayed (>2 years) treatment, and high
initial HPI values (dHPI=100%). Subsequent to the onset of ACTH,
relapses were prevented and HPI remained under 3/min. However,
spindles were detected neither on our initial EEG recordings nor on
post-treatment EEGs.

Patients in S3b, on the other hand, had initial sleep spindles. One of
these patients, with four EEGs recorded before the onset of ACTH,
showed frequent (≥2/min) spindles on all of her recordings. On the
fourth one, recorded at the age of 6.5 months, she had a relatively high
dHPI of 40% yet still had spindles. When started on ACTH at 9
months, dHPI was 60% and sleep spindles were no longer detected.
The second child in this group also had frequent (≥2/min) spindles in
her previously recorded EEGs. When started on ACTH at 16 months,
continuous hypsarrhythmia (dHPI=100%) was observed without sleep
spindles. During the follow-up sessions with these two children, 42
EEGs were recorded, and ACTH was repeated 15 times. In each
patient, sleep spindles reappeared and then disappeared four times. On
the EEGs where no spindles were observed, dHPI was 60–70%,
particularly prominent in the occipitotemporal regions. Because these
two patients were living in other cities, our ability to control HPI was
not optimal, and frequent relapses could not be prevented. Still, these
patients’ cognitive deterioration was less marked than that in patients
in other symptomatic groups. The third patient in this group had sleep
spindles in five of his previous EEGs. On his initial EEG recording in
our office, dHPI was 100% and showed no spindles. This patient was
followed up with 12 EEG recording sessions and ACTH was applied six
times. Countable HPI was kept under 3/min and relapses were
prevented; however, sleep spindles did not reappear.

Discussion
Our retrospective analysis of the prognostic outcome characteristics

for infantile spasms was conducted in 16 patients followed between
2002 and 2014. In cryptogenic patients in whom spasm onset occurred
after 3 months and treatment delay was <6 months, we observed that
sleep spindles were preserved, and the cognitive outcome was
favourable. We observed that sleep spindles could reappear when cHPI
was reduced to under 3/min following ACTH treatment. The outcome
for these patients was less severe. However, regardless of etiology, and
despite the subsequently lowered HPI (to < 3/min), patients with early-
onset spasms, and/or high HPI at the time of referral had no spindles
eventually, and had a poor prognosis.

The findings of prior studies reporting on cryptogenic patients with
poor prognosis [5,7,27] are consistent with our results. To these
findings, we add that the symptomatic patients with relatively mild
brain malformation may also have grim prognosis, and according to
patient and treatment characteristics, symptomatic patients with
similar etiologies may have different outcomes. Our results also agree
with the studies in literature that emphasize the age at onset of spasms
and treatment delay as prognostic factors [5,11]. When one of these
parameters is positive and the other negative in terms of outcome,
sleep spindles may provide additional information; a good prognosis is

expected if sleep spindles are preserved throughout the follow-up
period.

Our observations illustrate that a treatment delay of 7–8 months can
destroy the formerly fully developed sleep spindles. If sleep spindles
have not disappeared >7–8 months before the treatment onset, there is
the possibility that they would reappear with efficient treatment. When
treatment is further delayed to 11 months the ability to generate
spindles is lost permanently. Mori et al. [13] reported similar results in
patients with symptomatic WS; spindles were poorly observed after age
one.

In patients who lack sleep spindles, they may have never evolved or
been destroyed by hypsarrhythmia. In severe brain damage sleep
spindles probably never fully evolve. A less severe form of brain
damage and a more favourable prognosis can be considered, if spindles
are observed [20]. The expected poor prognosis due to the severe brain
damage can become poorer with already high HPI levels. Multifocal
activity and other seizures are other markers of poor prognosis that
often precede the onset of hypsarrhythmia [1,28]. If based on these
findings, an early diagnosis of WS is achieved; hypsarrhythmia can be
identified and treated more efficiently before dHPI reaches 100%.

When the time necessary to reach a dHPI level of 100% is
considered, we can conclude that at least 2–3 months until referral are
spent with heavy hypsarrhythmia stress. Some researchers have shown
that even short durations of infantile spasms (in cryptogenic cases as
well) can cause brain damage [6]. We have previously displayed the
progressively rising HPI prior to the onset of spasms [8] and others
associate persistence or long duration of hypsarrhythmia with poor
developmental outcome [10,29]. We believe that this level of
hypsarrhythmia blocks the generation of sleep spindles. Determining
how long continuous hypsarrhythmia has been affecting the brain is
not always straightforward. The presence, reappearance, or absence of
spindles can facilitate such a determination.

Restoration of sleep spindles has been shown in studies related to
other disorders [17,21,30,31]. A critical point for dHPI where spindles
are no longer generated may be 60%. In patients with relatively better
outcome, spindles disappear with high HPI and reappear with low HPI
during the follow-up.

Recurrence of hypsarrhythmia and spasms are associated with poor
prognosis [3,9]. Prevention of IS relapse by keeping cHPI under 3/min
may lead to the continuing generation or reappearance of sleep
spindles. If sleep spindles are not observed despite the disappearance
of hypsarrhythmia, one can expect a poor developmental outcome.
Given that the spindle generating ability is related to HPI, we may also
conclude that the encephalopathy is caused by the hypsarrhythmia and
not by the spasms. This makes EEG abnormalities the treatment target.

Our study has some limitations. Because of its retrospective nature,
the lack of a control group, and the limited number of subjects, caution
should be exercised in interpreting our results and generalizing from
them. Our findings could have been more robust if there had been
patients with normal development or mild outcomes in the
symptomatic group; such subjects have been reported on in the
literature [4,27].

Many parameters associated with WS outcomes have been studied,
but the underlying brain dysfunction is considered to be the major
determinant of later neurodevelopmental prognosis [1,2]. The specific
etiology has limited value in guiding treatment. IS recurrence may be
more informative. However, monitoring HPI and preventing the IS-
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triggering hypsarrhythmia will enable not only favourable treatment
outcomes but also more confident outcome predictions. Our recent
study [8] and others [32] have used EEG to evaluate treatment
response and guide treatment. Although clinical parameters are usually
preferred in outcome research on infantile spasms, studies
investigating the association between EEG parameters and prognostic
outcome are also found in the literature [9,10,12]. This study
underlines the importance of EEG in studies of prognosis in infantile
spasms; the concurrent evaluation of sleep spindles and HPI enables a
more quantitative and objective assessment. Future studies with larger,
controlled samples could further explore the relationship between HPI,
sleep spindles, and outcome.
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